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Jan Otrębski was born on January 9, 1922, in Ząbkowice, Poland. Father: Grzegorz Otrębski, was 
born in 1887 in Ząbkowice. Mother: Maria, worked for a local family. Siblings: Four brothers. 
 
Both of Jan’s parents grew up in devout Roman Catholic families. In 1920, after reading books by 
C. T. Russell, Jan’s father wanted to have a Bible, but the local priest refused to loan one to him. His 
brother-in-law said he could borrow his Bible on the condition that Grzegorz return it in six days. 
When Grzegorz returned it to him, he told his brother-in-law that he would not be returning to the 
Catholic church, because he felt that the church did not teach the truth. Having fought in Crimea 
during World War I, Grzegorz wondered why there was so much killing and why the priests had 
blessed weapons of war. In 1922, Grzegorz was baptized in Warsaw as a Bibelforscher (as Jehovah’s 
Witnesses were then known) by Bolesław Uchman. Grzegorz did not want his infant son, Jan, 
baptized into the Roman Catholic church, but a year later, neighbors took Jan and had him secretly 
baptized in the Catholic church. Jan only found this out decades later at Eisenerz concentration camp 
when he got a certificate stating his religion as Roman Catholic with the word Bibelforscher in 
brackets. 
 
Grzegorz read the Bible each day, and since he was the only Bibelforscher in Silesia, he travelled vast 
distances as a full-time preacher sharing his faith with others. Grzegorz served as a congregation 
director and he helped to organize congregations of Bibelforscher. In June 1930, Grzegorz cycled to 
Warsaw to a convention attended by 300 Bibelforscher. When Jan was eight, he began accompanying 
his father in his preaching activities. Jan recalls attending a convention in Sosnowiec where 200 
people were baptized as Jehovah’s Witnesses. In 1934, Jan delivered a telegram to the post office 
from his father addressed to Hitler objecting to the persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Germany. 
There were about 100 other similar telegrams being sent out from that post office. 
 
The Otrebskis were a musical family, and each member could play an instrument. They often played 
songs together from Brzask Tysiącleci ([Hymns of] Millennial Dawn), their Bibelforscher songbook. 
Jan and his family got to hear about the religious persecution going on in Germany, and in 1939, they 
heard that a Witness from Gdansk had disappeared after being arrested. After an article accusing 
Jehovah’s Witnesses of being Communists appeared in the religious magazine Ryker Niepokalane 
(Knight of The Immaculata), many Witnesses were arrested and sent to concentration camps. State 
identification cards were issued which stated the bearer’s religion. Being identified as one of 
Jehovah’s Witnesses could lead to being arrested, but Witnesses did not want to state that they were 
merely Gottgläubige (Believers in God) as that was what Protestants used on their ID cards. 
Witnesses in the neighboring village of Grabów had already been arrested and later killed after being 
accused of being Communists by the local priest.  
 
In 1940, Jan and 16 others were baptized in a forest, by moonlight, as Jehovah’s Witnesses. Although 
it was by then forbidden, Jan went door-to-door sharing his faith with others and studied the Bible 
with interested people. The priest was very angry when one family who had been very involved in 
church activities suddenly stopped attending church services after studying the Bible with Jan. As a 
result, the priest informed the Gestapo, and Jan and others were arrested and taken away. Before the 
Gestapo searched his apartment for banned literature, Jan was able to hide all of it, and they found 
nothing. While he was being arrested, Jan could see his father standing outside, but that was the last 
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time he saw his father. Jan’s father was later arrested in 1944 after he refused to dig trenches for the 
war effort. 
 
After his arrest, Jan was taken to a Gestapo prison where he was beaten and put under psychological 
pressure. Later, he was sent to Będzin prison for 15 days, and afterwards taken to an 
Ersatzgefängnislager (substitute prison camp) in Mysłowice, where he stayed for about two months 
enduring very harsh treatment. Before being sent to the prison cell, Jan was beaten with 25 lashes; all 
during the beating he prayed that he would not cry out in pain. Prisoners who made any sound while 
being beaten were punished with even more lashes. Jan lost his teeth during these beatings. Food was 
scarce and prisoners were given a meager 30 grams of bread and 250 grams of soup to eat each day. 
The heavy infestation of lice in the camp made sleeping extremely difficult. Prisoners were given 
permission to go to the toilet twice a day for just a few minutes, but if they took too long they were 
beaten. Jan did not meet the other Jehovah’s Witnesses at that camp, but he was able to share his faith 
with another Silesian prisoner.  
 
When Jan was transferred to Auschwitz, he was shocked to hear an orchestra playing as he arrived at 
the concentration camp. Prisoners were ordered to sing and march in time to the music with SS guards 
armed with bayonets on one side and kapos on the other. Since Jan was musically gifted, he was 
offered the chance to play the violin with the camp orchestra of 150, but he declined because he did 
not feel it was right for him to be part of the orchestra playing beautiful music for the SS while 
prisoners were suffering. He chose instead to do construction work demolishing walls or barracks. 
Nonetheless, Jan would comfort other Witnesses by humming and singing songs for them and also to 
himself while he worked. Some of the prisoners mistook Jan for a young priest because he often 
spoke to others about God’s Kingdom. Each morning, Jan awoke at 4:00 a.m. to study the Bible. He 
did not have a physical Bible but, before being arrested, he had committed large portions of it to 
memory.  
 
The supervisor of the block Jan was assigned to was especially cruel. Beatings for no particular reason 
were commonplace, and some prisoners were killed by being held upside down by their legs and 
dunked into a tub of water until they drowned. Other prisoners had their wrists tied behind their backs 
with ropes and then were hung from beams overnight until their ligaments and muscles tore and their 
joints became completely dislocated. To avoid being beaten or punished by the block supervisors, Jan 
made sure he rose early each morning before the other prisoners, to wash and make his bed before the 
gong sounded for roll call. 
 
Prisoners already weak from lack of adequate food were beaten for the smallest mistake or if they did 
not march fast enough when ordered to. As a result of such a beating, Jan’s hand was damaged and he 
became very ill but could not get to the camp hospital in time to be admitted for treatment, and then 
he was too late to get his meal. He prayed fervently for help, and was eventually able to see a doctor. 
When the doctor saw Jan’s broken hand, he offered to amputate it (without anesthesia), but Jan 
declined because he understood that if he was missing a hand, he would likely be selected for death by 
gassing. After he left the camp hospital, Jan was overjoyed to meet fellow Witnesses who lived in 
Block 15. On Sundays, prisoners were given some free time, and Jan went to see the Witnesses 
although he was a muzułman (in a state of starvation and exhaustion) and that he felt very near to 
death. The Witnesses bandaged his hand, gave him food to eat, and arranged, through one of the 
Witnesses who had access to food in the kitchen, for Jan to get an extra carrot every day. Jan was very 
grateful to his God, Jehovah, for the help provided through his Witness brothers.  
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Eventually, there was a group of 15 Jehovah’s Witnesses with whom Jan could associate and worship. 
Although it was common for prisoners to steal bread from one another, whenever the Witnesses got 
bread, rather than hoard it, they shared it with other Witnesses who had nothing to eat. Because 
Jehovah’s Witness women were known to be honest, hardworking, and helpful, they were often 
assigned to work in the homes of SS officers. The SS were particularly hostile towards the Witness 
men, however, so they continued to suffer extremely harsh treatment in concentration camps.  
 
Since Polish prisoners were sent to various camps to separate them and keep them from becoming a 
threat, Jan was transported to Mauthausen concentration camp. Prisoners called the camp Mord-
hausen (German for “House of Murder”). On the transport, 300 to 400 prisoners were crowded into 
each wagon without food or drink. When the train stopped momentarily in Prague, some prisoners 
escaped after ripping a hole in the floor. This meant that the doors had to be opened in order to search 
the wagons, giving prisoners much-needed fresh air to breathe. At Mauthausen, fierce guard dogs and 
beatings were used to keep prisoners in order as they were forced to march six kilometers to a quarry 
near Gusen concentration camp. Prisoners were required to carry heavy stones on their shoulders to 
different locations for construction, and at the end of the day, when prisoners returned to the camp, 
they could not return empty-handed, and so were required to drag heavy tree trunks to the camp as 
fuel for the crematorium. 
 
From Gusen, Jan was sent to Eisenerz concentration camp to work on road construction in the Alps. 
On arrival, Jan was surprised when he was given a certificate identifying him as “Römisch-katholisch 
(Bibelforscher),” so he immediately applied to resign from the Catholic church. He also requested to 
have the purple triangle to wear which would identify him as one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. One day, 
Jan was summoned to the office, where the Rapportführer (Report Leader) offered to let Jan go free if 
he would sign a document of renunciation of his Witness faith. Jan refused to sign it despite the threat 
of being killed by a kapo who was at that moment murdering another prisoner. Jan quickly prayed and 
replied, “If Jehovah allows me to perish, I will perish at your hand, but if he allows me to survive, I 
will see you perish.” Scornfully, the Rapportführer decided that he wanted Jan to live and witness the 
Nazis’ permanence. To Jan’s amazement, the Rapportführer ordered that Jan be given two portions of 
food each day to keep him alive. Jan nearly died in an accident when an unfinished bridge the Jan was 
working on collapsed, causing him to fall a great height headfirst into the mud. Everyone thought that 
Jan must have been killed, but when he was pulled out alive, an SS officer, spotting the purple triangle 
on Jan’s uniform, said he knew that Jan’s God, Jehovah, had saved him.  
 
When Jan was evacuated to Pustków concentration camp, there were three Jehovah’s Witnesses 
already there. One Witness, Trockenbrot, had been in the camp for 11 years so he was trusted by the 
SS commandant. The commandant would often warn Trockenbrot in advance when things were going 
to happen. Because of this, Trockenbrot was able to inform Jan that the camp was going to be 
evacuated and that he should prepare food and bedding for himself. Trockenbrot decided he and Jan 
should stay at the rear of the group of prisoners during the evacuation; an SS officer at the back of 
group ordered Jan to carry his 50 kg rucksack and helmet. British fighter planes dropped bombs on 
them as they marched, and after a nearby explosion, Jan and Trockenbrot were buried in rubble. Jan 
felt that the helmet he had been carrying saved him. After a while, the prisoners were made to 
continue their march to Mauthausen, and they arrived at night. The next day, Jehovah’s Witnesses 
approached Jan after seeing the purple triangle on his uniform. He was so happy to be with other 
Witnesses, including Martin Pötzinger, and to be able to read a handwritten Watchtower magazine 
that had been produced in the camp.  
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Jan survived, and after the war, married a fellow Jehovah’s Witness who had survived Ravensbrück 
concentration camp. They had several children and grandchildren together. Jan rejoiced at the 
tremendous growth in the number of Jehovah’s Witnesses both in Poland and worldwide. 
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